How to find us:

One thousand and one
recreational possibilities...

Autobahn Nürnberg-Berlin (A9), exit Bad Berneck, B303 in
the direction of Marktredwitz, you pass Bischofsgrün
Alternatively from Autobahn Hof-Regensburg (A93), exit
Marktredwitz on B303
Exit from B303: Fichtelsee, there are signs
leading to the Freizeit- und
Erholungszentrum
.

. . . and your
Holiday can start

... are offered near the camping site Fichtelsee at the foot
of Ochsenkopf, the second highest peak in Franconia, a
mountain for activities. In this gorgeous low mountain
range you can enjoy your holidays doubly – be active and
experience a breathtaking, unique landscape at the same
time.

Camping at the Fichtelsee stands for recreation in all
seasons. In this region, the leisure time facilities in summer
are as multifaceted as in winter. They are diversified, family
friendly and generation spanning. Hiking, Nordic Walking
or cycle touring, mountain biking, horse riding or summer
tobogganing, tennis or mini golf – here your holiday will
become an unforgettable experience.
Be our guest and enjoy your most wonderful days at our
Fichtelsee!
Best wishes, the Langer family
		

Campingplatz Fichtelsee
Familie Langer
D-95686 Fichtelberg
Fichtelseestraße 30
Tel. +49 (0) 9272/801
info@camping-fichtelsee.de
www.camping-fichtelsee.de

Convenience all around...

Summer, Sunshine and
the Lake...

is what we offer in very well equipped sanitary facilities.
They include a baby change room, wheelchair booths and
a drying room as well as a cozy lounge. There is a winterproof supply and disposal station. In addition we provide
some Comfort-sites with water connection and drain.

When you can see the dark-blue reflection of the whiteblue, Bavarian sky in the water, then it is summer in the
Fichtelgebirge. Only a few steps from our camping site,
framed by marvelous scenery, the Fichtelsee invites you for
a swim or sunbathing on idyllic lawns. Of course there is
also an area for children to splash around in the water.
The ardent fans of the Fichtelsee assure you, that the
swampy waters are a feast for your skin and senses. Of
course you can launch your rubber boat for a placid trip in
the Fichtelsee. And in the evening, when the sky is colored
by the bright red hues of the sunset behind the majestic
Schneeberg, a special and unforgettable hour strikes for
romantics.

Walking in the winter
wonderland
The Fichtelgebirge – a winter romance! When the snow‘s
soft white blanket covers the landscape, the region
transforms into a paradise for winter sports. Neat slopes
invite you for a breathtaking ride down the mountains
and seemingly endless cross-country trails for extensive
ski tours midst a gorgeous winter scenery. Start right from
your campsite into the sportive winter pleasures...
And when the Fichtelsee is covered by thick layers of ice,
ice skaters can spin their pirouettes underneath the open
sky. Or do you prefer an adventurous ride on the sledge.
Who rather looks for peace and quiet can simply stride the
snowy spruce woods in bulky winter boots or all trendy
in snow shoes, following the classical “walking in a winter
wonderland”‘.

Camping and Wellness
Since ancient times, the Fichtegebirge has been called
“God‘s apothecary”. Therefor you can combine a stay at
our five-star camping site with a wellness vacation or an
ambulant bath treatment. In the short distance of only
350 meters, the Crystal-Radon-Brine Thermal Springs
are located. Brine and radon pools or the spacious sauna
area invite you to relax your body and soul and gain new
energy for the daily routine. Also children can be at
ease in the baths and have fun in the water.

